Sub: Availability of Broadsheet of Class XI First Term Examination, 2013-14

It was observed in the last academic session that the result of Annual Examination of class XI had been declared but still many HOSs were rushing to the examination branch for rectification of marks of First Term Examination. To avoid repetition of such complication, broadsheet of class XI for First Term Examination, 2013-14 has been uploaded on the website of the department.

All the heads of government senior secondary schools are hereby requested to get the broadsheets of class XI of their school downloaded, get the same checked from the record and rectify the errors, if any.

The option for editing of marks of class XI for First Term Examination is available till 28th February, 2014. Thereafter, access shall be denied.

While checking of the Broadsheet, it must be borne in mind that there are six priorities in the broadsheet. The marks of five main subjects of the concerned streams are filled in the first five priorities. The marks of additional subject are filled at priority number six. In case of any discrepancy, rectification must be made accordingly. **No request for change of marks or subjects shall be entertained later on.**

(SAVITA DRALL)
DEO (Exam)

To
All Heads of Govt. Schools through DEL E.

Copy to:
1. All RDEs/DDEs/EOs through DEL E.
2. ADE (IT) to get it placed on DEL E.
3. P.S. to Director of Education.
4. P.S. to Secretary of Education.
5. Guard File.

(SHARDA TANEJA)
OSD (Exam)